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INDECOMPOSABILITY OF RESTRICTED TANGENT BUNDLES 

Dan Laksov 
Institut Mittag-Leffler Auravägen 17 S-182 62 Djursholm, Sweden 

1. Introduction 

Let X be a closed subvariety of a projective space 
Pn = P which is non-singular in codimension one. J. 
Simonis [_7] proved that if X is linearly normal in P 
and the restricted cotangent bundle |X splits, then 
X is a rational curve. The purpose of this note is first 
to present a simplified version of Simonis* proof (see 
Theorem 1) and second and more importantly, to show 
that Simonis1 theorem implies that, if the conormal 
bundle sequence 

0 "* NX| P ~* Qp I X "* QX "* 0 

splits, then X is a linear subspace of P. The latter 
result was first proved by Van de Ven [_8] . Morrow and 
Rossi [J3] gave a different geometric proof, and used it 
as a main ingredient in the proof of the result that 
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the linear submanifolds of P are the only submanifolds 
which have a neighbourhood biholomorphic to a neigh
bourhood of the zero section of the normal bundle. 
The main purpose of Simonis' article was to generalize 
the result by A. Van de Ven that P"*" is the only non-
singular projective variety on which every algebraic 
vector bundle split into line bundles. A. Grothendieck 
suggested in [J3] that the latter result holds for all 
projective varieties. 

In our proof of Simonis1 theorem, we use the result 
that if X is a non-singular curve in Pn not contained 
in a hyperplane, then a hyperplane in general position 
intersect X transversally in deg X points no n of 
which are linearly dependent. This useful result seems 
to go back at least to Bertini (see e.g. [JL 3 ) when the 
ground field is of characteristic zero. In arbitrary 
characteristic the result may be proved using Bertini's 
techniques and Lluis1 theorem that the only strange 
projective curves are the lines and the conies in 
characteristic two [_4] . Since there seems to be no 
adequate references for the result on hyperplane sec
tions a proof of it is given below (see Proposition 
8), as well as a simple coordinate free proof of 
Lluis1 theorem. 
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2. Indecomposability of the restricted tangent bundle 

Recall that an embedding of a variety X into a 

projective space Pn =P is called linearly normal if 

the map HO(P,0p(l)) -*H°(X,0p(1) |X) is an isomorphism, 

or in other words if X is not contained in a hyper-

plane and if the hyperplanes cut out a complete linear 

system on X. 

Theorem 1. (Simonis, [7J Theorem 3.1.1, p. 262) 

Le,£ X be, a Z¿ne,aKZy noxmaZ cZo¿e.d AubvasL¿e,£y o£ Pn 

uihZak <Lò no n-¿¿nguZasL JLYI cod¿me,n&¿on one.. 1£ £*ho, K<L-

&£ti<l<i£e,d co£ange,n£ bundZe. fìp | X on X ¿Á de.compo¿ abZe,, 

£h<Ln X -¿4 a n,at,Á,onaZ cuive. o£ debtee n. 

VKooh* Assume first that X is a non-singular curve. 

Then it suffices to prove that X is of degree n. Indeed, 

if D is a hyperplane section and K the canonical di

visor, then, by the Riemann-Roch theorem, n + 1 = £(D) = 

deg X+l-g+£(K-D). However, for a general hyperplane 

section we have g^£(K-D) with strict inequality when 

g =}= 0. Hence deg X >n with equality only if X is ratio

nal . 

Assume that Qp(l)|X decomposes into the direct sum 

of two bundles E and F of rank e and f. Write Pn =P(V) 

and let L =Op(l)|X. Then from the exact sequence 
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o - Q J ( I ) -Vp -.Op(l) 

restricted to X we obtain isomorphisms An+1V ~ 
LfcAnfip(l) ~L«AeE«AfF and choosing a batis for V we 

e f -1 obtain an isomorphism A E®A F ~L 
Let A and B be quotient spaces of V of dimensions 

e and f and denote by u and v the composite maps 
E ~*VX ~*AX and F ~*VX ~*BX* 

Simonis made the following crucial observation: 
Tke. un^Lon o£ tke A e,£* Z (u) and Z (v) ttffiêe -the, map* 
u and v dsiop lank co^LnaZd^ WsL£h a kypesipZane. 4ec-
tLsion o£ X. It holds, because Z (u) and Z (v) are the 
zeroes of the determinants of u and v, and consequently 
the union of the sets is the zeroes of the section 
of L, dual to the map 

e f e f e f Au®Av: AE®AF -» AA«AB. 

We shall use Simonis* observation in the particular 
e f case when A = ©^ = 1k(p^) and B = ©i = 1k(q^) where p^ , . . . ,pe 

and q̂ ,...,q.£ are two sets of linearly independent 
points on X and where A and B are considered as quo
tients of V by the maps corresponding to the inclu
sions in P of the linear spaces [p-L>*'->Pe3 and 
[q1,...,q£] spanned by P1,»..,Pe and q1,...,qf. In 
this case we clearly have {p^ , . . . ,pe } c: Z (u) and 
{q^ , . . . , q^} <= Z (v) . Conversely, by the following argu-
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ment of Castelnuovo's [2] we obtain inclusions 
Z(u) c[p1,...,pe] and Z(v) c [q1,...,qf]: Fix p1,...pe 
and let q^,...,q^ vary over all sets of f linearly 
independent points of X. By the above observation 
of Simonis we have for each choice of q^,...,q^ 
that Z(u) is contained in a hyperplane containing 
the points p1,...,pe and q1,...,q£. The intersection 
of all such hyperplanes when q^»- vary is, however, 
clearly [px, - . .>Pe3 -

Now let H be a hyperplane in general position and 
let HnX={r^,...,r^}. Then d >n and we can pick n 
distinct linearly independent points p^>'-->Pe, 
q^,...,q^ from H n X. If d>n, then there is one further 
point p € H n X. By the above observation of Simonis, 
p € Z (u) or- p € Z (v) , where u and v are obtained from 
the points p^,...,pe and q^,...,q^ as above. Then 
by the preceding inclusion we must have p € [p^,.•->Pe] 
or p € [q̂ > • . - »q£] - This, however, contradicts the fact 
(see Proposition 5), that no n points on a generic 
hyperplane section are linearly dependent. We conclude 
that d =n and the theorem is proved when X is a curve. 

The reduction from X of arbitrary dimension to the 
case of a curve is standard, see e.g. Simonis 17_~\ , 
Proposition 1.2.3 and Remark 1.2.4. 

Theorem 2. (Van de Ven [8], Theorem 2, p. 151-152 
and Morrow-Rossi [_5] , Theorem 3.9, p. 256). 
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Le.£. X be, a c£o4ec( 4abv<x^ett/ o & P =P wkZcn ¿4 non-

AZnguZasi £n ao d^Lme.n^Zo n one. and Auch that. £he. Ae.que.nae, 

0 "* NX | P ~* QP I X "* "* 0 

4 p £ ^ 4 . Tke.n X ¿4 a JL>Lne,ah, ¿ubApa.ce. o£ P. 

Psioo£. Assume that X is contained in a linear 

subspace L of Pn. Then we have a commutative diagram 

of bundles on X 

0 - N^/p -» Qp | X - 0 

0 -» N^/L -* | X -» ft* 0 . 

An easy diagram chase shows that if the top sequence 

splits then the bottom one does. Hence we may reduce 

to the case that X is not contained in a hyperplane, 

that is when the map w: H° (P , 0p (1) ) -» H° (X , 0p (1) | X) 

is infective. We shall show that in this case X can 

not be a proper subvariety of Pn. 

Let V=H°(P,0p(l)) and W=H°(X,0p(1)|X). The sur-

jection W-£-*0p(l)|X defines a morphism g: X -* Q = P (W) 

which is a closed immersion, because the composite 

map -* W-̂  Op (1) | X defines X as a subvariety of P. 

Moreover, by definition g embeds X in Q as a linearly 

normal subvariety. 

The composite map of g with the projection of Q 
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to P defined by the inclusion V -*W is the identity on 
X. Hence we obtain a commutative diagram of bundles 
on X 

0 - N^yp -* ftp J X ft* 0 

0 - N^/Q - ft* I X -> ft£ - 0 . 

Again an easy diagram chase shows that if the top 
sequence splits, then the bottom one does. If the 
bottom sequence splits, it follows from Theorem 1 
that either X = Q and thus X = P or X is a rational 
curve in Q of degree d = dim W-1. The latter case is, 
however, excluded because then, as we shall now check, 
the sequence of the proposition does not split. Indeed 
the immersion g: X-> Q of X = P* as a curve of degree d 
is such that C)Q(I) |X = 0x(d) . Hence the inclusion 
QQ-*WQ(-1) gives an inclusion QQ | X W X (-d) . If the 
map ft* | X -* ft* = 0x(-2) had a section, we would then 
obtain an inclusion #x(-2) -*Wx(-d) which can only 
happen if d <: 2, that is when X is a plane conic. On 
the plane conic X we have the sequence 

0 - ft^ I X -* Vx (- 2 ) - 0X - 0 

which after tensoring by (?x(2) gives an exact sequence 
in cohomology 
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0 ->H°(X ,nJ(2) |X) ̂ H °(X,VX) - H ° ( X , 0 X ( 2 ) ) . 

It is easily checked that the right hand map in the 

latter sequence is an isomorphism and thus that 

H°(X,^Q(2) I X) = 0. This is, however, incompatible with 

the existence of a section to the map QQ | X -> = 0^ (-2) 

3. Strange curves and the independence of points 

on hyperplane sections 

Recall that a curve is called strange if all tangent 

lines to the curve pass through the same point. 

Proposition 3. (Lluis [2J Theorem §3, p. 51. See 

also Samuel [6»] Theorem, p. 76). The, onZy non-A^LnguZax 

&£Kange. ca/iue4 £n Pn aie. Zhe, &£tiasLgh£. ZÂ,ne,*> and £he, 

con<Lc,& <Ln chasiac,J:e,sisL<6£4,c. £voo. 

Vn,oo^. Let X be a strange curve in Pn =P(V) = p. 

We obtain a commutative diagram 

0 

0 

NX/P"*^Pix "* Qx"° 

0 0 

0 NX/P"*^Pix "* Qx"--0° 

0 0 
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which defines the rank two bundle E on X. It is 

readily verified that at every point p € X the induced 

quotient V = Vv(p) -»E(p) corresponds to the inclusion 

P(E(x)) czP of the tangent line to X at p into Pn. 

Consequently, if all tangent lines pass through a 

point q of P the corresponding quotient V = (q) -*k (q) 

factors via E to a map E -*k(q)®0^ = 0-̂  . Composing 

with the inclusion Q* ->E(-1) we obtain a map ft^(l) 

0^ . If the latter map were zero, the quotient E -» 0^ 

would factor through the map E -+ 0-̂ (1) of the diagram 

which is impossible. Hence the map ft*(l) -> 0^ is in

fective and we must have 2g-2-d^0. We conclude that 

g = 0 and d = 1 or 2 and consequently that X is either 

a line or a conic. It is, however, easy to check 

that conies are only strange in characteristic two. 

Lemma 4. (Bertini [1], §7.3, p. 166 (when r = 2)) 

LC/t X be a cusive. tn Pn whtch tA not contatned tn a 

hype.n.pJLane. and JLe.t r be. an ¿nte.gQ.fL 2 < r < n-1. AAAume. 

that, £OA. aJLmoAt aZJL chotce.A o£ x-pointA p^,...,pr on 

X, the. Z.tne,an. Apace. the.y Apan contatnA at Ze.aAt one 

£iLH.the.ti potnt o £ X. Then X tA a Atiang e. cusive,. 

P/too£. We may assume that r is the least integer 

for which the assumption of the lemma holds. Choose 

r points p^,...,pr on X in general position and let 
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PQ be another point of Xn[p^,...,prJ. By the mini
mality of r the linear space L= \.VQ >P^ * ' • • »Pr_ 2 ^ 
has dimension r-2. Let Y be the image of X by the 
projection to Pn r + l with center on L. By the assump
tion of the lemma and the fact that Pr_^ ̂ Pr it follows 
that almost all points on Y are the images of at least 
two distinct points on X. Let p and q be two distinct 
points that map to a point y on Y in general posi
tion. Then the tangents t^ and t^ map to the tangent 
ty to Y at y and consequently the spaces [L,tp] 
and [L,t ] spanned by L and the tangents in p and q 
are equal. The condition that t <= [L,t^] is closed 
on the set of points p € X and q GXfl [L,p] and con
sequently it holds for all such pair of points. In 
particular, if t^ denotes the tangent to X at p^, 
we have t r _ n <= [ L , t r ] . 

Let H = [p1, . . . ,p x,tr] . Then [L,tr]cH. We shall 
show that the inclusion t c: H implies that t 

r-1 = ^ r-1 
and tr intersect. The points p2>-*->Pr were chosen 
in general position. Hence we may assume that for 
i <:r-2 the point p^ is not in the space Hi-i = 
[pp • • • »Pi-i »tr_i »tr^ whenever dim H^_-^<n. In par
ticular, if dim Hr_2 < n then dim Hr_2 = r~2 + 
dim [ t r_ ̂  , tr ] . However, Hr_^ cH since t̂ _-̂  c 11 and 
clearly dim H ^ r < n . WTe conclude that we have an 
inequality r-2 +dimEtr_^,tr] < r and consequently 
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that t ^ and tr intersect. Since the condition that 

t and t intersect is a closed condition on the 
P q 

2 

pair of points (p,q) of X it follows that any two 

tangents of X intersect. If for almost all choices of three points on X 

the tangents in these points intersect in three 

different points, then the curve is clearly contained 

in the plane spanned by any two of the tangents. 

Hence X is plane which is impossible because we have 

assumed that n > 3 and that X is not contained in a 

hyperplane. We conclude that any three tangents meet 

in one point, that is, the curve is strange. 

Propositxon 5. (Bertini-Lluis) Lex X be a non-

4>ZnguZai cusive Zn Pn not. con£a<cne,d Ln any hypcsipZane,. 

The.n any n dL&&e.tLe.n£. po<Ln£& <cn £ke. Â~n£.e,K& cat^Lo n o jj 

X wZth a hype.KpZane. Zn ge.ne.KaZ po&Z£sion atte. ZJ~ne.ah.Zy  

¿nde.pe.nde.nJ:. 

PSLOO£~ The proposition is obvious for n = 2 , 

so we may assume that n ^ 3 . If the proposition does 

not hold, there is a positive integer 2<r < (n-1) 

such that on a hyperplane in general position any 

r different points are linearly independent but 

there are (r+l)-points that are linearly dependent. 

Let U be the open subset of Xr of points Cp^»---»Pr) 
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such that p1 , . . . ,pr are linearly independent and 
let V be the closed subset of U of points (p^ , - . . ,pr) 
such that [pj,•••,Pr] contains at least one further 
point of X. If V =U, then by Lemma 4 the curve X 
is strange and thus by Proposition 3 we must have 
n =1 or 2. Hence we may assume that V is a proper 
closed subset of U and in particular that dim V < r. 

Denote by Q the dual space of Pn and let Z in 
V x Q be the set of points (p-̂ , • • - >Pr>h) such that 
the points p1,...,pr are contained in h. The fiber 
of the map Z -» V induced by the projection on the 
first factor is an (n-r)-dimensional linear sub-
space of Q. Consequently dim Z < dim V+n-r < n and 
the projection of Z onto the second factor is not 
all of Q. Hence a hyperplane in general position 
does not contain r points that span a space contai
ning one further point of X. That is, any (r+1)-
points of the intersection of X with the hyperplane 
are linearly independent. 
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